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A B S T R A C T   

In this article, we investigate the effect of various antidote defects on the electronic properties and current 
characteristics of an armchair Germanene nanoribbon (AGeNR) using density functional theory (DFT) and non- 
equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) method. The defected AGeNRs are introduced by setting antidote topol-
ogies in the pristine nanoribbons, resulting in antidote super-lattice of AGeNRs. It is found that new electronic 
properties appear due to the presence of defects. The obtained results indicate that bandgap of the defected 
AGeNRs can be increased or decreased in different cases. Moreover, the transport properties are analyzed based 
on the various defect locations in the AGeNR when the ribbon is utilized as the channel of a tunneling field effect 
transistor (TFET). Based on our results, it is found that the presence of antidote defects leads to reduction or 
increase in the current, drifting the Dirac point, and decreasing or increasing the minimum or off-state current.   

1. Introduction 

Since 2004, graphene has attracted considerable attention because of 
its unique structural, electronic and mechanical properties and is 
considered as a candidate for future electronic nano-scale devices [1–9]. 
However, graphene as the two dimensional (2D) material has a zero 
bandgap resulting in undesirable limitations in semiconductor device 
applications. In electronic devices, semiconductors with a tunable 
bandgap are required [10–17]. To overcome this issue, several methods 
such as application of strain [18,19], adsorption of suitable elements 
[20,21], utilizing nanoribbons of graphene [9,17,22–24], application of 
an external potential [25,26], layered stacking [27,28], Doping with 
other elements such as Boron and Nitrogen [8,9,29] and creation of 
defects such as antidotes [9,30,31] are among the methods which have 
been proposed in the literature. 

After the discovery of graphene, looking for other 2D materials has 
been increased. Among the two-dimensional materials, Because of the 
similarity of silicene and germanene to graphene, special attention has 
been paid to these materials [32–35]. These materials have same hon-
eycomb structure as graphene but graphene presents sp2 hybridized 
carbon atoms and a planar configuration whereas silicene and germa-
nene due to the mixture of sp2 and sp3 hybridization have low-buckled 

structure. The presence of buckling in these materials leads to the 
increased chemical reactivity. Moreover, in silicene and germanene, 
bandgap control is possible by using an external electric field [6,36,37]. 

After the synthesis of silicene on many surfaces during the years 
2010–2013, germanene was also successfully synthesized on Ag (111), 
Al (111) and Pt (111) surfaces. During the synthesis process, the pres-
ence of structural defects is unavoidable; hence it is necessary to 
examine the influence of defects on the structural, electronic and 
transport properties of these materials [12,13,37,38]. 

Antidotes are important nanostructures for the new generation of 
nanoelectronic and spintronic devices. They can be utilized to change 
the band structure and energy bandgap depending on their position and 
geometry and create desired electronic properties. This change is due to 
strong quantum confinement of the lattice in presence of antidotes. 
Based on the literature, antidotes change the electronic properties of 
graphene and silicene nanoribbons from semiconducting to metallic or 
vice versa. They can also be utilized to tune the bandgap of a nanoribbon 
[13,39,40]. In this article, was theoretically examine the influence of 
different antidote topologies on the electronic properties and current 
characteristics of pristine armchair germanene nanoribbons (AGeNR) of 
different widths. 

Four different topologies are considered in our study. Moreover, to 
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analyze the physical behaviors, electronic properties and current char-
acteristics of these defected nanoribbons are compared with a pristine 
germanene nanoribbon for each case. The rest of this research is orga-
nized as follows: In section 2, the device structure and simulation setup 
is presented and discussed in details. Section 3 is devoted to the results 
but is divided in two sub-sections. In the first subsection, the impact of 
different antidote topologies on the band structure is revealed. In the 
second subsection, we analyze the influence of aforementioned anti-
dotes on the current characteristics of AGeNRs. The paper is concluded 
in section 4. 

2. Device structure and simulation setup 

The simulation procedure was performed in three steps. Initially, the 
unit cell of a pristine AGeNR was constructed and fully relaxed. After-
ward, an antidote vacancy was introduced by removing the atoms from 
the pristine center supercell. In this step, the impact of antidotes on the 
nanoribbon band structure was investigated. Finally, effect of antidotes 
on GeNR-TFET device characteristics was studied. 

The optimization of geometry and calculation of the electronic 
structure of the AGeNR (the first two steps) are carried out using first 
principles calculations based on density functional theory (DFT). The 
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) is utilized for exchan-
ge–correlation functional of Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE) [11,12, 
19]. The atomic orbital basis sets of double-j plus polarization orbitals 
(DZP) are used. Periodic boundary conditions with two vacuum layers of 
approximately 15 Å in x-direction and 25 Å in y-direction are employed 
to prevent undesired image-image interaction. The cut off energy is set 
to 75 Hartrees and the Brillouin zone sampling is performed by 
Monkhorst-Pack (MP) k-point with a mesh of (1*1*41) for optimization 
of geometry and mesh of (1*1*101) for electronic properties of the 
primitive unit cell and the supercell. Geometry optimization is per-
formed until the residual forces threshold became smaller than 0.01 
eV/Å. To remove the dangling bond effects on the surface of nano-
ribbons, edges on both sides were passivated with hydrogen atoms [41, 
42]. It is worth noting that hydrogen atoms are also added to saturate 
dangling bonds at the antidote points. 

In AGeNRs the bandgap size is depending on the width of the rib-
bons. This means that different bandgap sizes are obtained at various 
width of the ribbon. Considering this dependency, they are divided into 
three families comprised of N ¼ 3 m, N ¼ 3 m þ 1 and N ¼ 3 m þ 2 where 
N is the number of atoms along the ribbon width and m is an integer. In 
this way, we examine the electronic properties of three families when 
they become defective. Widths of 12, 13, and 14 atoms are selected as 
representations for ribbon widths of N ¼ 3 m, 3 m þ 1 and 3 m þ 2, 
respectively. The considered supercell for this article is L ¼ 4 (the 
number of unit cell in the direction of length). Schematic view of AGeNR 
superlattice is shown in Fig. 1. The supercells contain 96 (W ¼ 12), 104 
(W ¼ 13) and 112 (W ¼ 14) atoms for the pristine germanene nano-
ribbons. Also the bond length of Ge–Ge and parameter of buckling was 
obtained 2.4 Å and Δ ¼ 0:67 Ǻ respectively. 

To obtain I–V characteristics, the non-equilibrium Green’s function 
method is used that is expressed as: 

I
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�
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h
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where e, h, Γ, denote the electron charge, Planck’s constant, contact and 
broadening function electrodes, respectively. fL/R and μL/R represent 
Fermi–Dirac distribution function for left/right electrodes and the cor-
responding chemical potential for those electrodes. G is the Green’s 
function of device which is given by: 
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where E, Hd and ΣL/R are the carrier energy, device Hamiltonian the self- 
energy of left/right electrodes, respectively [1,26]. Fig. 2 shows the 
simulated device for this research. The device is comprised of three 
parts, i.e. source, channel and drain regions along the z-direction. These 
three regions are made from an armchair GeNR. The Channel length is 7 
nm and the source and drain lengths are the same and equal to 7.04 Å. 
The gate insulator is HfO2 (K ¼ 25) with 1 nm thickness and the gate 
metal thickness is 0.5 nm. The gate insulator covers the entire nano-
ribbon but the gate metal only covers the channel. P-type and n-type 
dopants are introduced into source and drain regions, respectively, 
whereas the channel is intrinsic. The utilized power supply voltage is VD 
¼ 0.3 V. An arbitrary value of zero energy level has been selected as the 
Fermi level in the band structure and the temperature has been set at T 
¼ 300 K. 

To investigate the effect of defect position on the band structure, 
three regions are considered namely close to the source, middle of the 
channel and close to the drain to introduce the defect. Also in the present 
work, five different antidote topologies, which are illustrated in Fig. 3, 
are considered. To obtain the results, ATK software from QuantumWise 
[43] was used to perform the numerical computations. 

3. Results and discussion 

This section contains two subsections. In the first subsection, the 
effect of antidote topologies on the band structures of AGeNRs with 
different number of atoms along the width is discussed. In the second 

Fig. 1. Top views of the optimized structures: (a)12-AGeNRsuppercell; (b) 13-AGeNR suppercell; (c) 14-AGeNR suppercell.  

Fig. 2. Schematic of a simulated GeNR-TFET.  
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Fig. 3. Four different examined antidote topologies introduced as antidote vacancy in armchair germanene nanoribbons.  

Fig. 4. Energy band structure of AGeNRfor pristine and defective with antidotes of the type topology1 for (a) N ¼ 12 (b) N ¼ 13 (c) N ¼ 14.  

Fig. 5. Energy band structure of AGeNR for pristine and defective with antidotes of the type topology 2 for (a) N ¼ 12 (b) N ¼ 13 (c) N ¼ 14.  
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part, we examine the impact of antidote topologies on the transfer 
characteristics of TFETs made from mentioned AGeNRs. Also in this 
subsection, we investigate the electronic properties and transfer char-
acteristics changing the position of the antidote (topology1) along the 
width of 12-AGeNR. 

3.1. Impact of antidote topologies on the band structure 

Fig. 4 shows the impact of topology (1) defect on the band structure 
for 12, 13, and 14 atoms along the nanoribbon width. The band 

structures of the pristine (non-defective) GeNRs are shown as a refer-
ence. The bandgap value of pristine case for l2, 13 and 14-AGeNR is 
0.235 eV, 0.26 eV and 0.025 eV, respectively. By introducing topology 
(1) antidote vacancy, the band gap values will be changed, as shown in 
Fig. 4. The results obtained from simulations show that the bandgap 
values are 0.1145 eV for 12-AGeNR, 0.12 eV for 13-AGeNR and 0.05 eV 
for 14-AGeNR. It can be seen that for 12 and 13-AGeNR, the band gap 
size is decreased to smaller values while the size of band gap for 14- 
AGeNR is slightly increased by the presence of this type of defect. 

The effects of topology)2(antidote vacancy on the band structures of 

Fig. 6. Energy band structure of AGeNR for pristine and defective with antidotes of the type topology 3 for (a) N ¼ 12 (b) N ¼ 13 (c) N ¼ 14.  

Fig. 7. Energy band structure of AGeNR for pristine and defective with antidotes of the type topology 4 for (a) N ¼ 12 (b) N ¼ 13 (c) N ¼ 14.  
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AGeNRs are illustrated in Fig. 5. The band gap size of 0.06 eV, 0.12 eV 
and 0.304 eV were obtained for 12, 13 and 14-AGeNRs in the presence of 
this type of antidote defect. As shown in Fig. 5(a,c), the bandgap size of 
12-AGeNR has significantly decreased while the size of the bandgap 
increases significantly for 14-AGeNR.The bandgap value of 13-AGeNR 
(Fig. 5(b)) is less altered in this case compared with other widths. 

Fig. 6 exhibits the influence of topology type (3) antidote vacancy on 
the band structures of the nanoribbons under study. According to the 
results, the obtained band gap size in corresponding to 12, 13 and 14 
atoms along the width are 0.0093 eV, 0.16 eV, and 0.27 eV, respectively. 
It can be seen that this type of antidote vacancy causes enhancement of 
the bandgap to a larger value for 14-AGeNR whereas it shows significant 
reduction in the bandgap value for 12-AGeNR. This type of antidote 
turns the 12-AGeNR to behave like metals. Moreover, this antidote de-
creases the bandgap value in comparison with pristine structure for 13- 
AGeNR. 

The effects of topology (4) on the band structures of AGeNRs in 
comparison with that of pristine case are illustrated in Fig. 7. As shown 
in Fig. 7, this kind of antidote results in bandgap incremental trends for 
all three widths. The associated bandgap values are 0.374 eV, 0.5 eV, 
and 0.118 eV for 12, 13, and 14-AGeNR, respectively. 

It is worth noting that due to the presence of antidotes in all three 
widths the sub-band patterns are modified and the degeneration of 
states is broken. It can be concluded that the defects lead to altered 
electronic properties due to the creation of new quantum confinement in 
the ribbons. Therefore, the band gap value can be adjusted to a desired 
value by selecting an appropriate topology of antidote vacancy. 

In order to better illustrate important electronic properties of 
AGeNRs subjected to antidotes, we extracted the electron effective mass 
and the bandgap from Figs. 4–7. Fig. 8(a) shows the electron effective 
mass related to free electron effective mass (m*/me) for different 
structures under study versus the number of atoms along the width. As 
can be seen in Fig. 8(a), the electron effective mass shows significantly 
higher values in nanoribbons having N ¼ 13 subjected to antidotes of 
topology 3 and 4. For nanoribbons with N ¼ 12, only topology 4 causes a 
boost of m*/me from 0.1 to 0.35. Finally, in the case of N ¼ 14, only 
antidotes of topology 2 makes an increased value of m*/me from 0.05 to 
0.7 and other types of antidotes make slight change in the effective mass. 
To end this subsection, variation in bandgap energy (Eg) versus ribbon 
width (N) for pristine and defected AGeNRs is shown in Fig. 8(b). It can 
be seen that Eg versus N presents an increasing trend for nanoribbons 
subjected to antidotes of topology 2 and 3. For pristine and topology 4 

Fig. 8. (a) electron effective mass versus number of atoms along the nanoribbon width (N); (b) bandgap versus number of atoms along the nanoribbon width (N) for 
pristine and defected topologies. 

Fig. 9. Current-voltage characteristics of AGeNR-TFET subject to topology 1 antidote defect at different locations in the channel; (a) N ¼ 12 (b) N ¼ 13.  
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cases, the maximum bandgap occurs at N ¼ 13. For both latter cases, N 
¼ 12 shows a reduced bandgap and N ¼ 14 has the lowest bandgap 
compared with other widths. It is worth noting that the bandgap value 
for the pristine case is in agreement with the previous works presented 
in Refs. [44,45]. 

3.2. Impact of antidote topologies on the transport properties 

In this subsection, the current-voltage characteristics of TFETs are 
investigated for the pristine and defective structures. In this part, the 
current-voltage characteristics are calculated for TFETs utilizing 
AGeNRs with different widths under a bias voltage of 0.3 V. For com-
parison, current-voltage characteristic of the pristine GeNR-TFET for the 
same ribbon width is shown as a reference. 

The I–V characteristics obtained under topology (1) at the various 
locations for a channel having 12 and 13 atoms along the width as 
shown in Fig. 9(a and b). It can be seen that the presence of a defect near 
the source leads to a reduction of the hole current and an increase of the 
electron current. The presence of a defect at the mid-channel decreases 
the current both for the electron and the hole. According to Fig. 9(a and 
b), due to the presence of a defect near the drain, an increase in the hole 
current and a decrease in the electron current are observed. Also, the 
minimum current indicates a slight increase in all cases. We know TFETs 

exhibit ambipolar characteristics. Note that the ambipolar characteristic 
in the TFETs comes from the fact that by applying the high (low) gate 
voltage, the electron (hole) is the major carrier and the curves of these 
devices are ‘V’ shape. Despite the defect locations in the structure, in all 
the cases the ‘V’ shape of current-voltage characteristics is preserved. 

The current characteristics under the influence of antidote defect 
type (2) at the designated locations in the channel for widths of 12 and 
13 is shown in Fig. 10(a and b). 

According to Fig. 10(a) which belongs to width of 12 atoms, the 
presence of a defect in the mid-channel has damaged the current char-
acteristics. Also, a dramatic increase of the current around the Dirac 
point is observed that has led to the destruction of ‘V’ shape charac-
teristic. When the antidote defect is located close to the source, both 
electron and hole currents are decreased. However, the hole current has 
decreased more than the electron current. In addition, the minimum 
current has not changed. According to Fig. 10(a), the presence of defects 
near the drain causes the electron current to be reduced and the hole 
current increases corresponding to the left branch of the curve. The 
minimum current has also increased. The other result is that the Dirac 
point drifts to a higher or lower voltage due to presence of antidote 
defects near the drain and source, respectively. At the Dirac point, the 
electron and hole currents become equal and thus, the minimum current 
in the I–V characteristic is created. By the presence of a defect in the 

Fig. 10. Current-voltage characteristics of AGeNR-TFET subject to topology 2 antidote defect at different locations in the channel; (a) N ¼ 12 (b) N ¼ 13.  

Fig. 11. Current-voltage characteristics of AGeNR-TFET subject to topology 3 antidote defect at different locations in the channel; (a) N ¼ 12 (b) N ¼ 13.  
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structure, the electron and hole current components at the Dirac point 
are imbalanced. Therefore, both currents should be balanced to reach 
Dirac point. Since the hole (electron) current decreases due to the 
presence of a defect near the source(drain), it is necessary to enhance the 
hole (electron) current by decreasing (increasing) the gate voltage to 
reach the Dirac point. Furthermore, despite the presence of this type of 
defects near the source or drain, the ‘V’ shape of current-voltage char-
acteristics is preserved. 

Fig. 10(b) illustrates the previous analysis for width of 13 atoms 
along the GeNR. It is observed that the presence of a defect close the 
source decreases the current. Moreover, electrons current has decreased 
more than the hole current. When the defect is located close to the drain, 
both of the currents are decreased and the hole current is reduced more 
than electron current. When the defect is placed in the middle of the 
channel, both hole and electron currents are reduced. Also, the mini-
mum current in all three cases is reduced compared with the pristine 
case but the ‘V’ shape of the characteristic is preserved at all three 
locations. 

In Fig. 11(a and b) the current-voltage characteristics is shown under 
the antidote of topology(3) at different locations in the channel. Ac-
cording to Fig. 11(a and b), both the channel current and the minimum 
current are remarkably reduced compared with the pristine structure. 
The ‘V’ shape of the current-voltage characteristics for widths of 12 and 
13 are destroyed. 

In Fig. 12(a and b) the current-voltage characteristics are shown 

under the antidote of topology(4) at different locations in the channel. 
According to this figure, both of them emphasize a reduction of the 
channel current and the minimum current. Also the ‘V’ shape of the 
transfer characteristics for width of 12 atoms is maintained although it is 
destroyed for width of 13 atoms. 

According to the obtained current-voltage characteristics in 
Figs. 9–12, it is seen that only antidote of kind topology 1 outperforms 
the pristine nanoribbons when it is utilized in the channel of TFET. This 
is caused by enhanced drive current (Ion) and reduced ambipolar current 
(Iamb) particularly when the antidote is located close to the source. 

It should be noted that in all of the previous simulations, the antidote 
position was varied in the lateral position. In other words, we assumed 
all kinds of antidotes are positioned in the center of supercells shown in 
Fig. 1 to maintain the structure symmetry. To investigate the electronic 
properties and current-voltage characteristics when the positions of 
antidotes change in the transverse direction, we carried out further 
simulation for N ¼ 12 and antidotes of topology 1. As shown in Fig. 13, 
two different positions are assumed for antidotes: (a) at the edge of the 
supercell, (b) at the center of the supercell. Fig. 14 displays the influence 
of these transverse positions on the band structure of the supercell. As 
can be seen, when the antidote vacancy is placed on the edge of the 
supercell, the bandgap is changed and its value is larger than the case 
when the antidote is positioned in the center of the supercell. 

Fig. 15 indicates I–V characteristics under topology 1 for the same 
locations in the transverse direction. As can be seen in Fig. 15(a), with 

Fig. 12. Current-voltage characteristics of AGeNR-TFET subject to topology 4antidote defect at different locations in the channel; (a) N ¼ 12 (b) N ¼ 13.  

Fig. 13. Top views of the optimized structures for defected 12-AGeNR: (a) antidote at the edge (b) antidote at the center.  
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the antidote position is varied from the center to the edge, very slight 
change is observed in the current behavior. Also the presence of a defect 
in the middle of the channel and at the edge position caused the channel 
current to be decreased relative to the center position, but the minimum 
current does not change, as seen in Fig. 15(b). Fig. 15(c) shows that 
when the defect is near the drain and at the edge position, a significant 
amount of decrease in the channel current relative to the center position 
is observed, particularly at more negative gate voltages. 

It is worth noting that we have divided the channel into three 
supercells: two perfect supercell (like Fig. 1) and one defective supercell 
(like Fig. 13). For instance, in order to study the impact of lateral po-
sition when the defect is close to the source, the defected supercell is 
assumed connected to the source electrode, one perfect supercell is 
assumed to be in the middle, and another perfect electrode is assumed to 
be connected to the drain. 

In order to investigate the output characteristics of the devices under 
study, we calculated current variation versus the bias voltage at Vg ¼
0.4 V. The applied bias voltage varied from 0 to 2 V. Fig. 16 shows this 

characteristics for two cases corresponding to pristine device and the 
device with antidote of topology 1. It is worth noting that the negative 
differential resistance which can be seen in some atomic scale systems 
[46], is not seen neither in pristine nor in the device with antidote. 
Moreover, the device with antidote topology 1 presents slightly more 
current compared with pristine case. 

4. Conclusion 

In this article, we comprehensively studied the impact of four cate-
gories of antidote vacancies on the electronic properties and the current- 
voltage characteristics of armchair germanene nanoribbons using a 
combination of DFT and non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) 
method. 

The results showed that defective ribbons depending on the type of 
topologies and the ribbon width, illustrate different behaviors. 
Depending on the defect topology, the bandgap size can be increased or 
decreased. It was shown that the presence of defects causes the elec-
tronic properties to be altered from semiconducting to metallic and vice 
versa. The ambipolar behavior was significantly affected. Moreover, the 
presence of antidote defects in the channel affects the transfer charac-
teristics by reduction or increase of the total current and drift of the 
Dirac point. 

Fig. 14. Energy band structure of AGeNR for pristine and defective with an-
tidotes of topology 1 in center and edge of the supercell for N ¼ 12. 

Fig. 15. Current-voltage characteristics of AGeNR-TFET subject to topology 1 antidote defect at different locations in the channel at the two positions of the center 
and the edge; (a) near source (b) mid channel (c) near drain. 

Fig. 16. Comparison of output characteristics between pristine and one 
defective structure. 
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